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HEALTHCARE CUSTOMER SERVICE PARAPROFESSIONAL OFFERINGS

FUTURO HEALTH (CLICK PROVIDER NAME TO VIEW SNAPSHOT)

This pathway is offered entirely online directly through Futuro Health.

MEDICAL ASSISTANT OFFERINGS

AUMT (CLICK PROGRAM TYPE BELOW TO VIEW SNAPSHOT)

The Medical Assisting program at AUMT is offered as a 3 in 1 bundle and a 2 in 1 bundle. Locations offered with AUMT are as follows:

- Livermore (3 in 1)
- Ontario (3 in 1)
- Torrance (3 in 1)
- Downey (2 in 1)
- Los Angeles (2 in 1) [CURRENTLY AT SEAT CAPACITY]
- San Leandro (2 in 1)
- Victorville (3 in 1)

CAMPUS MEDICAL ASSISTING (CLICK PROVIDER NAME TO VIEW SNAPSHOT)

Locations offered with Campus are as follows:

- Sacramento

CARRINGTON COLLEGE (CLICK PROVIDER NAME TO VIEW SNAPSHOT) [CURRENTLY NOT AVAILABLE]

Locations offered with Carrington are as follows:

- Pleasant Hill
- San Jose
- Stockton
- San Leandro
- Sacramento

CARRINGTON COLLEGE ONLINE (CLICK PROVIDER NAME TO VIEW SNAPSHOT)

This is an online program with 2 in-person externships. You must be located within 50 miles of a Carrington location to attend their online program.

Updated 03/28/2024
**CERRO COSO COMMUNITY COLLEGE** (CURRENTLY AT SEAT CAPACITY)

This is an online program with 2 in-person externships. Locations offered for the externship are as follows:

- Central Valley
- Humboldt
- Inland Empire

**CONCORDE CAREER COLLEGES** (CLICK PROVIDER NAME TO VIEW SNAPSHOT)

Locations offered with Concorde are as follows:

- Garden Grove
- North Hollywood
- San Bernardino
- San Diego

**NORTHERN CALIFORNIA NURSING ACADEMY** (CLICK PROVIDER NAME TO VIEW SNAPSHOT)

Locations offered with Concorde are as follows:

- Daly City

**NORTH-WEST COLLEGE** (CURRENTLY AT SEAT CAPACITY)

Locations offered with Northwest are as follows:

- Riverside
- Glendale
- West Covina

**SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY COLLEGE** (CLICK PROVIDER NAME TO VIEW SNAPSHOT)

Locations offered with SJVC are as follows:

- Atascadero
- Bakersfield
- Fresno
- Lancaster
- Modesto
- Ontario
- Rancho Mirage
- Santa Maria

**UNITEK COLLEGE** (CLICK PROVIDER NAME TO VIEW SNAPSHOT)

Locations offered with Unitek are as follows:

- Bakersfield
- Concord
- Fremont
- Hayward
- San Jose
- San Francisco
- Sacramento

Updated 03/28/2024
PATIENT CARE REPRESENTATIVE OFFERINGS

PIMA MEDICAL INSTITUTE (CLICK PROVIDER NAME TO VIEW SNAPSHOT)
Pima offers the Patient Care Representative Program online and asynchronous.

PHLEBOTOMY TECHNICIAN OFFERINGS

AUMT (CLICK PROVIDER NAME TO VIEW SNAPSHOT)
Locations offered with AUMT are as follows:
- Ontario
- Torrance
- Victorville

CAMPUS (CLICK PROVIDER NAME TO VIEW SNAPSHOT)
Location offered with Campus is as follows:
- Sacramento

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA NURSING ACADEMY (CLICK PROVIDER NAME TO VIEW SNAPSHOT)
Locations offered with NCNA are as follows:
- Daly City

PHLEBOTOMY TRAINING SPECIALISTS (PTS) [CURRENTLY AT SEAT CAPACITY]

PHARMACY TECHNICIAN OFFERINGS

CAREERSTEP (CLICK PROVIDER NAME TO VIEW SNAPSHOT)
Career Step is an online educational provider for the coursework portion of the Pharm Tech Program. Scholars will follow up their online learning portion with a mandatory in-person externship placement in their region.

CONDENSED CURRICULUM [NO LONGER AVAILABLE]
Condensed Curriculum International is no longer available for enrollment.

Updated 03/28/2024
Northern California Nursing Academy (NCNA) is in Daly City, California. Scholars will follow up their online learning portion with a mandatory in-person externship placement in their region.

**STERILE PROCESSING TECHNICIAN OFFERINGS**

**CAREERSTEP (CLICK PROVIDER NAME TO VIEW SNAPSHOT)**

Career Step is an online educational provider for the coursework portion of the Sterile Processing Tech Program.

**HERZING UNIVERSITY [NO LONGER AVAILABLE]**

Herzing offers an online program for the Sterile Processing Technician program. This program provides at home lab experience.